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Fly and Spider were 
good friends. 
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“Come to my house to 
eat,” Fly said. 
“Come to my house to 
eat on Monday.”
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“Thank you, Fly. I will 
come,” said Spider. 
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When Monday came, 
Fly made a delicious 
stew of mosquitoes 
and caterpillars. 
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“Hello, Fly, I’m here!” 
said Spider.
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“Spider, please wash 
your feet before you 
eat,” said Fly.
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Slowly, Spider washed 
her feet with soap and 
water. 
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Fly was hungry. Fly ate 
all of the stew by himself. 
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Spider was not happy. 
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“Come to my house to 
eat,” Spider said. 
“Come to my house to 
eat on Tuesday.” 
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“Thank you, Spider. 
I will come,” said Fly. 
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When Tuesday came, 
Spider started spinning. 
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“Hello Spider, I’m here,” 
Fly said. 
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“Welcome, Fly! 
Come and join my 
feast,” said Spider. 
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Fly was clever. “Spider, 
please open the window,” 
Fly said.
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Spider opened the 
window. “Now come 
and join my feast,” 
said Spider. 
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Clever Fly walked 
slowly.  
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Spider shut the door 
with a BANG! 
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“Now you will be my 
feast!” shouted Spider.
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Fly flew out of the 
window. “Farewell 
Spider,” he said. 
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Since that day, Spider 
and Fly are not friends 
anymore.
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